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Abstrat
We apply a miroanonial statistial model to investigate hadron produ-
tion in pp ollisions. The parameters of the model are the energy E and the
volume V of the system, whih we determine via tting the average multi-
pliity of harged pions, protons and antiprotons in pp ollisions at dierent
ollision energies. We then make preditions of mean multipliities and mean
transverse momenta of all identied hadrons. Our preditions on nonstrange
hadrons are in good agreement with the data, the mean transverse momenta of
strange hadron as well. However, the mean multipliities of strange hadrons
are overpredited. This agrees with anonial and grandanonial studies,
where a strange suppression fator is needed. We also investigate the inu-
ene of event-by-event utuations of the E parameter.
1 Introdution
In pp ollisions at high energies a multitude of hadrons is produed. In ontradis-
tintion to the pp ollisions at low energies even eetive theories are not able to
provide the matrix elements for these reations and therefore a alulation of the
ross setion is beyond the present possibilities of partile physis. In addition, even
at moderate energies, many dierent partiles and resonanes may be reated and
therefore the number of dierent nal states beomes huge.
∗
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In this situation, statistial approahes may be of great help [1, 2℄. It was
Hagedorn who notied that the transverse mass distributions in high energy hadron-
hadron ollisions show a ommon slope for all observed partiles[3℄. This may be
interpreted as a strong hint that it is not the individual matrix elements but phase
spae who governs the reation. Therefore Hagedorn introdued statistial methods
into the strong interation physis in order to alulate the momentum spetra of
the produed partiles and the prodution of strange partiles.
Later, after statistial models have been suessfully applied to relativisti heavy
ion ollisions [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄, Beattini and Heinz [12℄ ame bak to the
statistial desription of elementary pp and p¯p reations and used a anonial model
(in whih the multipliity of hadrons M is a funtion of volume and temperature
M(V,T)) in order to gure out whether the partile multipliities predited by this
approah are in agreement with the (in the meantime very detailed) experimental
results. For a enter of mass energy of around 20 GeV they found for non strange
partiles a very good agreement between statistial model preditions and data
assuming that the partiles are produed by a hadroni reball with a temperature
of T = 170 MeV. The strange partiles, however, esaped from this systematis being
suppressed by fators of the order of two to ve. Beattini and Heinz oped with
this situation by introduing a γS fator into the partition sum whih was adjusted
to reprodue best the multipliity of strange partiles as well.
Statistial models are lassied aording to the implementation of onservation
laws:
• miroanonial: both, material onservation laws (Q, B, S, C, · · ·) and mo-
tional onservation laws (E, −→p ,−→J , · · ·), hold exatly.
• anonial: material onservation laws hold exatly, but motional onservation
laws hold on average (a temperature is introdued).
• grand-anonial: both material onservation laws and motional onservation
laws hold on the average (temperature and hemial potentials introdued).
The intensive physial quantities suh as partile density and average transverse
momentum are independent of volume in the grand-anonial alulation , while
they depend on volume in both anonial and miroanonial alulations. What
one naively expets is that the miroanonial ensemble must be used for very small
volumes, for intermediate volumes the anonial ensemble should be a good approxi-
mation, while for very large volumes the grand-anonial ensemble an be employed.
A numerial study of volume eets in paper[14℄ tells us how big the volumes need
to be in order to make the grand-anonial ensembles appliable. The omparison
between the miroanonial and the anonial treatment in paper[14℄ shows a very
good agreement in partile yields, when the same volume and energy density are
used, and the strangeness suppression is aneled in the anonial alulation.
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In this paper, rst we ignore the utuations of miroanonial parameters and
try to x the miroanonial parameters, energy E and volume V , from tting 4π
yields of protons, antiprotons and harged pions from pp ollisions. The one-to-one
relation between the ollision energy
√
s and a pair of miroanonial parameters
E and V makes a link between the pp experiments and the miroanonial ap-
proahes (or more generally, the statistial ensembles). One an easily judge if
grand-anonial ensembles an desribe pp ollisions at any given energy; one an
also transform the tting results to the anonial ase and nd the orresponding
temperature and volume of pp ollisions at any energy.
Then we study the eet from the utuations of the miroanonial energy
parameter at a ollision energy of 200GeV, to hek how reliable it is to x miro-
anonial parameters without energy utuations.
Finally, we would like to make a omparison between statistial models and
string models in desribing pp ollisions. This miroanonial model and this tting
work will provide us a bridge to ompare the two lasses of models and help us to
understand the reation dynamis. In priniple, one an onsider a string as an
ensemble of reballs, whih may be onsidered as one eetive reball, when only
total multipliities are onsidered.
2 The approah
We onsider the nal state of a proton-proton ollision as a luster , droplet
or reball haraterized by its volume V (the sum of individual proper volumes),
its energy E (the sum of all the luster masses) and the net avour ontent Q =
(Nu − Nu¯, Nd − Nd¯, Ns − Ns¯), deaying statistially aording to phase spae.
More preisely, the probability of a luster to hadronize into a onguration K =
{h1, p1; . . . ; hn, pn} of hadrons hi with four momenta pi is given by the miro-
anonial partition funtion Ω(K) of an ideal, relativisti gas of the n hadrons
[13℄,
Ω(K) =
V n
(2π~)3n
n∏
i=1
gi
∏
α∈S
1
nα!
n∏
i=1
d3pi δ(E − Σεi) δ(Σ~pi) δQ,Σqi,
with εi =
√
m2i + p
2
i being the energy, and ~pi the 3-momentum of partile i. The
term δQ,Σqi ensures avour onservation; qi is the avour vetor of hadron i. The
symbol S represents the set of hadron speies onsidered: we take S to ontain
the pseudosalar and vetor mesons (π,K, η, η′, ρ,K∗, ω, φ) and the lowest spin-1
2
and spin-
3
2
baryons (N,Λ,Σ,Ξ,∆,Σ∗,Ξ∗,Ω) and the orresponding antibaryons. nα
is the number of hadrons of speies α, and gi is the degeneray of partile i. We
generate randomly ongurations K aording to the probability distribution Ω(K).
For the details see ref. [13℄. The Monte Carlo tehnique allows to alulate mean
values of observables as
A¯ =
∑
K
A(K) Ω(K)/
∑
K ′
Ω(K ′),
3
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Figure 1: The 4π multipliities of π+, π+, proton, antiproton produed in a pp
ollision as a funtion of
√
s. The full and dashed lines show the result of the χ2 t.
The points are data from [15℄.
where
∑
means summation over all possible ongurations and integration over the
pi variables. A(K) is some observable assigned to eah onguration, as for example
the number Mh(K) of hadrons of speies h present in K. Sine A¯ depends on E and
V , we usually write A¯(E, V ). Q is not mentioned, sine we only study pp sattering
here, therefore Q is always (4, 2, 0).
Let us onsider the hadron multipliity M¯h(E, V ). This quantity is used to
determine the energy E(
√
s) and the volume V (
√
s) whih reprodues best the
measured multipliity of some seleted hadrons in pp ollisions at a given
√
s . This
is ahieved by minimizing χ2:
χ2(E, V ) =
1
α
α∑
j=1
[M¯exp,j(
√
s)− M¯j(E, V )]2
σ2j
where M¯exp,j(
√
s) and σj are the experimentally measured multipliity and its error
of the partile speies j in pp ollisions at an energy of
√
s.
We start out our investigation by taking as input the most opiously produed
partiles (j = p, p¯, π+, π−). The data have been taken from [15℄. Whenever the data
are not available, the extrapolation of multipliities by Antinui [15℄ is used. Fig.1
displays the results of our t proedure in omparison with the experimental data.
We observe that these 4 partile speies an be quite well desribed by a ommon
value of E(
√
s) and V (
√
s).
Fig.2 shows E(
√
s) and V (
√
s), and g.3 the energy density ǫ(
√
s) = E(
√
s)/V (
√
s),
whih we obtain as the result of our t. Both energy and volume inrease with
√
s
but rather dierent, as the energy density shows. We parameterize the energy and
volume dependene on the ollision energy
√
s in eq. (1).
E/GeV = −3.8 + 3.76ln√s+ 6.4/√s
V/fm3 = −30.0376 + 14.93ln√s− 0.013√s (1)
where
√
s is in unit GeV. Below
√
s = 8 GeV the t produes volumes below 2fm3
whih annot be interpreted physially. Above
√
s = 8 GeV the volume inreases
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Figure 2: The dependene of miro-anonial parameters E (left) and volume V
(right) on the ollision energy
√
s . The parameterization desribed as eq. (1) is
plotted as dashed lines.
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Figure 3: The dependene of energy density ε = E/V on the ollision energy
√
s.
The dashed line orresponds to onstant energy density 0.342GeV/fm3 whih omes
from a anonial alulation[12, 14℄.
very fast as ompared to the energy giving rise to a derease in the energy density
until - around
√
s = 200 GeV - the expeted saturation sets in and the energy density
beomes onstant. In view of the large volume observed for these large energies the
density of the dierent partiles does not hange anymore [14℄ and therefore the
partile ratios stay onstant above this energy.
The quality of the t an be judged from g.4 where we have plotted the χ2
values obtained for dierent values of E and V and for
√
s = 200 GeV. We see that
the energy variation is quite small whereas the volume varies more. Nevertheless
the energy density is rather well dened.
After having tted the E(
√
s) and V (
√
s) in using p, p¯, π+ and π− data we an
now use these tted values to predit the multipliity of other hadrons. This study
we start in Fig. 5, where we present the multipliity of π0 and ρ0. For these partiles
experimental data are available. We see that the absolute value as well as the trend
of the experimental data is quite well reprodued. The result for those hadrons, for
whih no or only few data are available, is displayed in g. 6. As one an see the
overall agreement is remarkable. We would like to mention that we have as well
made a χ2 t using as input the measured multipliities of p, p¯ and ρ0. The results
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Figure 4: The value of χ2 for dierent values of E and V for a pp reation at√
s = 200GeV.
for E(
√
s) and V (
√
s) dier only marginally.
3 Strange partiles
With the parameters E(
√
s) and V (
√
s) whih we have obtained from the t of the
p, p¯, π+ and π− multipliities, we an as well alulate the multipliity of strange
partiles or partiles with hidden strangeness. The results of these ts are presented
in Fig. 7. As we an see immediately the results for those partiles are not at all in
agreement with the data. Λ and φ multipliities are o by a fator of 3-5 roughly, for
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Figure 5: Predition of the π0and ρ0 multipliity in pp ollisions as a funtion of√
s. The result of the alulation is ompared to the data [16℄.
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Figure 6: Preditions of the multipliities of non strange hadrons in pp ollisions
as a funtion of
√
s. We have plotted, if available, also the data points for
√
s =
27.5GeV [17℄
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Figure 7: Predition of the multipliity of strange hadrons in pp ollisions as a
funtion of
√
s. The result of the alulation is ompared to the data [16℄.
the Λ¯ the situation may be similar but the spread of the experimental data does not
allow for a onlusion yet. Only the kaons ome loser to the experimental values.
Although at lower energies a part of this deviation may ome from the fat that
in our Monte Carlo proedure weak deays are negleted and therefore K0 and K¯0
are the partile states whih are treated, at higher energies this is not of onern
anymore. At
√
s = 53GeV, we nd - as in experiment - that KL = KS and hene
K0 = K¯0. Therefore, as in experiment, one nds that the strangeness ontained
in Λ, Λ¯, K+ and K− adds up to zero. The absolute numbers are, however, rather
dierent: experimentally one nds .41 K+, 0.29 K− and 0.12 Λ [18, 19℄, whereas
the t yields 1.16 K+, 0.66 K− and 0.58 Λ.
One is tempted to try to t the strange partiles separately. The result at
large
√
s is that, in ontradition to experiment, more K0 then K¯0 are produed.
Consequently, the strangeness in Λ, Λ¯, K+ and K− does not add up to zero and the
t is far away from the data. Thus we have to onlude that the strange partile
multipliities annot be desribed in a phase spae approah using the parameters
one obtains from the t of non strange partiles, and that there is no understanding
presently why the suppression fator is rather dierent for the dierent hadrons.
As mentioned above, in the past there has been proposed to use an additional
parameter, γs, in order to desribe the strangeness suppression. This parameter
has been interpreted as a hint that the volume in whih strangeness neutrality has
8
to be guaranteed is small as ompared to the volume of the system. However, a
detailed omparison of the multipliity of all strange partiles with the data shows
[12℄ that one additional parameter alone is not suient to desribe the measured
multipliities of the dierent strange partiles in a phase spae approah to pp
ollisions.
4 Transverse Momenta
Phase spae alulations predit not only partile multipliities but also the mo-
menta of the produed partiles. The average transverse momenta of the produed
partile give a good hek whether the energy density obtained in the t an really
be interpreted as the energy density of a hadron gas. Fig. 8 shows the average
transverse momenta in omparison with the experimental data [18℄. We see that
over the whole range of beam energies the average transverse momenta are in good
agreement with the data. This onrms that the partition of the available energy
into energy for partile prodution and kineti energy is orretly reprodued in the
phase spae alulation. It is remarkable that the average transverse momenta of
strange partiles is orretly predited.
5 Energy Flutuations
Up to now we have assumed that for a given enter of mass energy, the energy of
the droplet E has an unique value, given in g. 2. This is of ourse not a realisti
assumption. Most probably the energy varies from event to event but little is known
about the form of this utuation. The only quantity for whih data are available
is the multipliity distribution of harged partiles, whih has been the subjet of
an extensive disussion in the seventies due to the nding of a saling law, alled
KNO saling. Of ourse, one an try now to nd an energy distribution whih yields
the experimental harge partile distribution but this relation is not unique and
therefore little may be learnt.
It has also been suggested to replae the miroanonial ensemble alulation,
presented here, in favor of a anonial ensemble or an ensemble where the pressure
is the ontrol parameter, however it is diult to nd a onvining argument. It is
the dynamis of the reation whih determines whih fration of the energy goes into
olletive motion, and whih fration into partile prodution. This has nothing to
do with a heat bath nor with onstant pressure on the droplet. Consequently, the
relation between the energy utuation, seen in a system with a xed temperature,
and the true energy utuation is all but evident.
Therefore, we use another approah to study the inuene of energy utuations
on the observables. We assume that the volume of the system remains unhanged in
order not to have too many variables and that the energy utuates. For tehnial
reasons, we use disrete distributions, using Ei = i∆E, with ∆E = 1GeV. For
√
s =
9
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Figure 8: Average transverse momenta as predited in the phase spae alulation
as a funtion of
√
s in omparison with the experimental values [18℄ for dierent
partile speies.
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Figure 9: The Gaussian, Poissonian and the NB energy utuations.
200GeV, we have 〈E〉 = 16.15GeV from the above tting work, and orrespondingly
we take < i >= 16.15. We study three ases:
a) The energy distribution is Poissonian
Prob(i) =
〈i〉i exp(−〈i〉)
i!
and
b) The energy distribution is Gaussian
Prob(i) =
{
1
0.63
1√
2piσ
exp(−Ei−µ
σ
)2 whenEi ∈ [2.5GeV,∞)
0 otherwise.
where an energy threshold of 2.5GeV is taken for the proton-proton system. µ =
σ = 14.01GeV to obtain 〈i〉 = 16.15 and the fator 0.63 is used to normalize the
energy distribution, and
) The energy distribution is a negative binomial distribution
PNB(i; n, k) =
k(k + 1) · · · (k + i− 1)
i!
nikk
(n+ k)n+k
.
The negative binomial distribution is well normalized, and < i >= n. So we take
n = 16.15. The parameter k = 3 is hosen to get the best t to multipliity
distribution data from UA5.
All the three types of energy utuations are displayed in g. 9. In Fig. 10, we
display the inuene of these utuations on the harged hadron multipliity distri-
butions. We ompare the results from a xed energy of 16.15 GeV, the energy with
a utuation of the above-mentioned Poissonian, Gaussian and the NB type. We see
that already for a xed energy the utuation of the harged partile multipliity is
onsiderable. Dierent energy utuations give dierent multipliity distributions.
The NB energy utuation reprodues the UA5 data for non single dirative events
in antiproton-proton ollisions at
√
s = 200GeV.
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Figure 10: Distribution of the multipliity of harged hadrons. We display the
results from a xed energy of 16.15 GeV, the energy with a distribution of the
above-mentioned Poissonian, Gaussian and the 2-NB type. Also displayed are the
UA5 data for non single dirative events[20℄.
〈K+〉
〈pi+〉
〈K−〉
〈pi−〉
〈
K+
pi+
〉 〈
K−
pi−
〉
xed E 0.214 0.163 0.253 0.197
Poissonian E dis. 0.213 0.163 0.251 0.194
Gaussian E dis. 0.208 0.162 0.241 0.179
NB E dis. 0.208 0.163 0.241 0.180
Table 1: Dierent K to π ratios where 〈...〉 means event averaging.
How does the multipliity of identied hadrons utuate if the droplet energy
utuates? This is studied in g. 11, where we display the multipliity distribution
of the most opiously produed partiles for xed energy E = 16.15 GeV and for
a Poissonian, Gaussian and NB energy distribution. We see here as well that al-
ready for a xed droplet energy the multipliity utuations are important. Though
dierent energy utuations ause dierent multipliity distribution, the energy u-
tuation gives very little eet in the average multipliities. So our approah, xing
miroanonial parameters by tting the averager multipliity data, is quite reliable.
There is also a orrelation between the pion and kaon multipliity in a given
event, shown in table.1. The event averaged K/π ratio is onsiderably dierent
from the ratio of the average kaon and the pion multipliity. The energy utuations
hange more the event averaged K/π ratio than the ratio of the average kaon and
the pion multipliity.
6 Conlusion
We have presented a miro-anonial phase spae alulation to obtain partile mul-
tipliities and average transverse momenta of partiles produed in pp ollisions as
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Figure 11: Multipliity distribution of harged pions and kaons from a xed energy
of 16.15 GeV, the energy with a distribution of the above-mentioned Poissonian,
Gaussian and the NB. The number refers to the mean multipliity.
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a funtion of
√
s. Using the multipliities of p, p¯, π+, π−, we t the two parameters
of the phase spae approah, the volume and the energy.
Using these two parameters, we alulate the multipliities of all the other
hadrons as well as their average transverse momenta. The alulated multiplii-
ties agree quite well with experiment as far as non strange hadrons are onerned.
For the yields of strange hadrons (as well as those with hidden strangeness),
the predition is o by large fators. In anonial and grand-anonial approahes,
strangeness suppression fator have been used to solve this problem.
The energy obtained by this t is muh smaller than the energy available in
the enter of mass system of the pp reation, beause part of the energy goes into
olletive motion in beam diretion. Nevertheless, the average transverse momenta
of the produed partiles (not only non-strange but also strange) from this tting
agree quite well with experiment.
We learn that the volume of the pp ollision system inreases with the ollision
energy. However, it saturates at very high energy(with Antinnui's parameterization
as input). The maximum value does not exeed 100 fm3. Together with the results
from artile [14℄, we onlude that the grand-anonial treatment annot desribe
partile prodution in pp ollisions even at high energy.
We study the eets from energy utuations and nd that it is quite reliable to
x the miroanonial parameters without onsidering energy utuations.
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